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[1] Physicochemical transport due to electro‐osmosis of dilute electrolyte solutions (<1 ×
10−3 mol/L) through microporous media with granular random microstructures has been
modeled in this work by our three‐step numerical framework. First, the three‐dimensional
microstructures of porous media are reproduced by a random generation growth method.
Second, the effects of chemical adsorption and electrical dissociation at the solid‐liquid
interfaces are modeled to determine the electrical boundary conditions, which vary with the
ionic concentration, pH, and temperature. Finally, the nonlinear governing equations for
electrokinetic transport are solved using a highly efficient lattice Poisson‐Boltzmann
algorithm. The simulation results indicate that the electro‐osmotic permeability through the
granular microporous media increases monotonically with the porosity, ionic concentration,
pH, and temperature. When the surface electric potential is higher than about −50 mV,
the electro‐osmotic permeability exponentially increases with the electric potential. The
electro‐osmotic permeability increases with the bulk ionic concentration even though the
surface zeta potential decreases correspondingly, which deviates from the conclusions
based on the thin layer model. The electro‐osmotic permeability increases exponentially
with pH and linearly with temperature. The present modeling results improve our
understanding of hydrodynamic and electrokinetic transport in geophysical systems and
help guide the design of porous electrodes in microenergy systems.

Citation: Wang, M., Q. Kang, H. Viswanathan, and B. A. Robinson (2010), Modeling of electro‐osmosis of dilute electrolyte
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1. Introduction

[2] Electro‐osmosis in porous media has been studied for
nearly 200 years because of its importance in geophysical
systems [Alexander and Jonson, 1949; Tikhomolova, 1993;
Revil and Pessel, 2002]. In fact, electrokinetic effects were
first observed by Reuss [1809] in an experimental investi-
gation of porous clay. In recent decades, there has been
considerable interests in electro‐osmosis in porous media
because of its conspicuous applications in biological‐
chemical‐medical analysis [Banga, 1998; Oosterbroek and
Berg, 2003; Masliyah and Bhattacharjee, 2006] and new
techniques in microenergy (batteries and fuel cells) and
power systems [Zeng et al., 2001; Yao and Santiago, 2003;
Ren and Stein, 2008]. Additionally, this phenomenon may
be critical to electrokinetic decontamination of soils [Yu and
Neretnieks, 1997; De Gioannis et al., 2008] and long‐term
geological storage of nuclear wastes [Kitamura et al., 1999].
Although there have been several theoretical studies on
electro‐osmotic phenomena in porous media [Revil and
Pessel, 2002; Revil and Linde, 2006; Boleve et al., 2007;
Crespy et al., 2007; Leroy and Revil, 2009], it is still a big

challenge to predict the physicochemical transport behavior
accurately and efficiently, especially in complex micropo-
rous media. There are three deficiencies in the existing
theoretical models for predicting electro‐osmosis in micro-
porous media. First, most of the recent models [Zeng et al.,
2001; Laser and Santiago, 2004] are based on thin electric
double layers (EDL) [Fixman, 1980], making them unsuit-
able for dense microscale and nanoscale porous media,
where the length scale of the small pores may be of the same
order of the EDL thickness. Second, the theoretical models
cannot provide sufficient details in flow structure, which is
necessary to understand the transport mechanism of electro‐
osmosis in microporous media. Third, in most of the pre-
vious studies, a constant zeta potential (z) or charge density
(s) on surfaces was used as the electrical boundary condi-
tion. However, the surface charge actually varies with both
the environmental conditions and the solid‐liquid interac-
tions. The constant z or s boundary treatment may be
acceptable when the surface charge condition is measurable
but is no longer appropriate for microporous media, where
both the zeta potential and the surface charge density are
difficult to measure.
[3] The rapid development of computational techniques in

the past decade has led to several numerical methods for
modeling and predicting electro‐osmotic transport in porous
media. Coelho et al. [1996] developed a direct numerical
solution for the electro‐osmosis in porous media in the linear
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limit for which the EDL thickness is much larger than the
elementary grid size. This method was applied to analyze
electro‐osmotic phenomena in fractures [Marino et al., 2000]
and compact clays [Rosanne et al., 2004, 2006]. However,
the linear approximation is strictly valid only for low zeta
potentials z of absolute values lower than 25 mV [Levine et
al., 1975]. Gupta et al. [2006] recently extended their linear
model to the nonlinear region for high zeta potentials. Since
the accuracy of their models depend strongly on the dis-
cretization step, their applications are limited by computa-
tional cost, with only a few results with relatively coarse
spatial discretiztation steps achievable with reasonable
computation time [Levine et al., 1975; Coelho et al., 1996;
Marino et al., 2000; Gupta et al., 2006]. Kang et al. [2002]
introduced the interval functions approximation [Philip and
Wooding, 1970] into the Poisson‐Boltzmann equation to
simplify the solution process and to improve the efficiency.
Their method showed good performance for analyzing
electro‐osmotic flows in packed microspheres [Kang et al.,
2004, 2005]. Hlushkou et al. [2005] proposed to combine
a traditional finite difference method for electrodynamics
with a lattice Boltzmann method for hydrodynamics and
investigated electro‐osmosis in sphere arrays. Recently,
J. K. Wang et al. [2006] developed a lattice Poisson‐
Boltzmann method (LPBM) and employed it to analyze
electrokinetic transport in homogeneously charged porous
media [M. Wang et al., 2006; Wang and Chen, 2007;
M. Wang et al., 2007b]. As mentioned above, most of these
previous studies used constant zeta potential or constant
surface charge density as the electric boundary conditions
on the solid‐liquid interface. However, the surface charge
condition actually depends on the local electrolyte properties
and the solid‐liquid interactions and can be determined by the
chemical equilibrium near surfaces. To the best of our
knowledge, no contributions have reported a comprehensive
analysis for physicochemical transport of electro‐osmosis in
microporous media with complex geometries.
[4] The purpose of this work is to introduce a theoretical

and numerical framework and to present modeling results
for the multiphysical transport processes in electro‐osmosis
of dilute electrolyte solutions (<1 × 10−3 mol/L) through
granular, random microporous media.

2. Mathematical Models

[5] Consider a dilute electrolyte solution (<1 × 10−3 mol/L)
flowing through a three‐dimensional solid porous structure.
Although the pore scale may be of tens of nanometers, the
electrolyte can be treated as a continuum Newtonian fluid
since the size is still much (10 times) greater than the
molecular diameters of a liquid solvent [Wang and Chen,
2008].

2.1. Governing Equations

[6] The mathematical models for electrokinetic transport
are generally under the following conditions or assumptions:
(1) the system is in chemical and dynamic equilibrium; (2) the
transport process is in steady state; (3) the pore size is much
larger than the liquid solvent molecular size; (4) the ions in
the Stern layer are rigidly attached to the surfaces and have
no contribution to the bulk ionic current; (5) the flow is slow
enough so that the ion convection effect is negligible; (6) the

bulk ionic concentration is not too high (<1 mol/L) or not
too low (the Debye length is smaller than 10 times the
channel width) so that the Poisson‐Boltzmann (PB) model is
still applicable [Wang and Chen, 2008]; and (7) no other
chemical reactions occur at surfaces except for chemical
adsorption and dissociation. Under the conditions of negli-
gible convection effect and moderate ionic concentration,
the ion transport can be described by the weakly coupled
Poisson‐Boltzmann model instead of the highly coupled
Poisson‐Nernst‐Plank model [Li, 2004]. The governing
equations for the electrokinetic transport for a monovalent
electrolyte solution are as follows [Li, 2004; Schoch et al.,
2008],

r2y ¼ 2enb
"r"0

sinh
ey
kT

� �
; ð1Þ

�e ¼ �2enb sinh
ey
kT

� �
; ð2Þ

r � u ¼ 0; ð3Þ

�u � ru ¼ �rpþ �r2uþ �eE; ð4Þ

where y denotes the static electric potential (V), e is the
absolute value of proton charge (C), "r"0 is the permittivity
of the solution (C2/J m), nb is the bulk ionic concentration
(mol/L), k is the Boltzmann’s constant (J/K), T is the tem-
perature (K), u is the fluid velocity (m/s), r is the fluid density
(kg/m3), p is the pressure (Pa), m is the viscosity (Pa s), re is
the charge density (C/m3), and E is the electric field strength
(V/m).
[7] The nonslip model is used for the hydrodynamic

boundary condition on solid surfaces. Although the slip
boundary conditions have been adopted in recent studies, a
careful molecular study showed that the hydrodynamic
boundary condition, slip or not, depends on the molecular
interactions between fluid and solid and on the channel size
[Joly et al., 2004; Dufrêche et al., 2005; M. Wang et al.,
2007a]. For dilute solutions, the nonslip boundary condi-
tion was shown to be valid.

2.2. Electrical Boundary Conditions on Surfaces

[8] For the electrostatic boundary condition, in this work
we use the Basic Stern (BS) model in which the silica sur-
faces acquire charges in contact with water by the dissoci-
ation of silanol groups [Westall and Hohl, 1980],

SiOH $ SiOþ Hþ; ð5Þ

so that the zeta potential (z) on solid‐liquid interfaces can be
expressed as a function of the surface charge density (s)
[Behrens and Grier, 2001],

�ð�Þ ¼ kT

e
ln

��

eGþ �
� pH � pKð Þ kT ln 10

e
� �

C
; ð6Þ

where G is the surface density of chargeable sites (m−2), pK
is the base‐10 log of the dissociation equilibrium constant
of SiOH groups, and C is the Stern layer’s phenomeno-
logical capacity (F/m2). Equation (6) reflects the chemical
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nature of the silica‐water interface and the charging pro-
cess. This BS model is available to most solid surfaces by
varying the parameter values. Meanwhile, this model has
still some limitations: (1) It is unsuitable for extremely
acidic solutions since the protonation of doubly coordi-
nated groups are not taken into account [Behrens and Grier,
2001]. (2) It is unsuitable for high‐salt‐concentration solu-
tions since only silica‐water interaction is considered [Wang
and Revil, 2010].
[9] The surface charge density is approximated using the

Grahame equation [Hunter, 1981; Baldessari and Santiago,
2009],

� �ð Þ ¼ 2"r"0kT�

e
sinh

e�

2kT

� �
; ð7Þ

where �−1 is the Debye screening length given by � =ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2z2e2nb="r"0kT

p
. Solving equations (6) and (7) yields the

electrostatic boundary conditions at the wall surfaces. We
have solved these coupled equations and compared the
results for dilute solutions with some experimental data, as
shown in Figure 1. The symbols are from the experimental
data from Gaudin and Fuerstenau [1955]. The parameters
used in the Basic Stern model are G = 8 nm−2, C = 2.9 F/m2,
and pK = 7.5 [Behrens and Grier, 2001]. The other para-
meters are T = 298 K and pK = 6.5 [Gaudin and Fuerstenau,
1955].

3. Numerical Methods

[10] We describe the numerical methods in this section,
including a random generation growth (RGG) algorithm for
three‐dimensional random porous structures and a high‐
efficiency lattice Poisson‐Boltzmann method (LPBM) for
solving the governing equations of electrokinetic transport.

3.1. Random Generation Growth Algorithm

[11] We reproduce the two‐phase system using the RGG
method by generating the solid structure in the liquid‐phase

background, whose details can be found in the previous
work [Wang and Chen, 2007]. In this method, the solid
granular structure can be controlled by three parameters: the
seed distribution probability sd, the directional growth
probability Di (with i representing each direction), and the
porosity ".
[12] The seed distribution probability sd is the probability

of a cell to become a core of solid particle. Its value is
strongly related to the number density and the average size
of solid particles and can be determined by measurement
from experiments. In this work, we set the seed distribution
probability sd = 0.1 for demonstration if not specified
elsewhere. The directional growth probability Di describes
the probability of a cell neighboring in the ith direction to
become part of the solid phase, whose values can be
adjusted to control the degree of anisotropy. Several illus-
trations of the generated three‐dimensional granular porous
structures can be found in the previous work [Wang and
Chen, 2007]. The illustrations show that the stochastic
characteristics of phase distribution and connections are
very similar to realistic porous structures.

3.2. Lattice Poisson‐Boltzmann Method

[13] After the porous structure has been generated, the set
of coupled hydrodynamic and electrodynamic governing
equations for the electrokinetic flows subject to the appro-
priate boundary conditions are solved by the LPBM [J. K.
Wang et al., 2006]. This method combines an electric
potential evolution method on discrete lattices to solve the
nonlinear Poisson equation (i.e., the lattice Poisson method)
[Wang et al., 2008] with a density evolution method on the
same set of discrete lattices to solve the Boltzmann‐BGK
equation (i.e., the lattice Boltzmann method) [J. K. Wang et
al., 2006]. The equations are only solved in the liquid
phase. More details about the LPB algorithm can be found in
the previous work [Wang and Chen, 2007; M. Wang et al.,
2007b, 2007c]. The three‐dimensional 15‐speed (D3Q15)
scheme used in our previous work for three‐dimensional
electro‐osmosis in porous media [Wang and Chen, 2007]
was shown to be unstable at high zeta potentials and low
porosities [Wang and Kang, 2009]. Therefore, we use a
stable three‐dimensional nineteen‐speed (D3Q19) scheme
to replace the D3Q15 scheme [Wang and Kang, 2009].
[14] The discrete evolution equation to solve the fluid

dynamics (equations (3) and (4)) can be written as [Chen
and Doolen, 1998]

f� rþ e��t; t þ �tð Þ � f� r; tð Þ
¼ � 1

	

f� r; tð Þ � f eq� r; tð Þ� �þ �tF�; ð8Þ

where dt is the time step and ea denotes the discrete
velocities for a D3Q19 system shown in Figure 2,

e� ¼

0; 0; 0ð Þ � ¼ 0

�1; 0; 0ð Þc; 0;�1; 0ð Þc; 0; 0;�1ð Þc � ¼ 1 to 6

�1;�1; 0ð Þc; �1; 0;�1ð Þc; 0;�1;�1ð Þc � ¼ 7 to 18

8>>>><
>>>>:

;

ð9Þ

Figure 1. Zeta potential on silica surfaces as a function of
bulk ionic concentration predicted by the Basic Stern model
compared with the experimental data [Gaudin and Fuerstenau,
1955].
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and tv is the dimensionless relaxation time which is a
function of the fluid viscosity, tv = 0.5 + 3v / dxc, with v
representing the kinetic viscosity, c as the lattice speed,
and dx as the lattice constant (grid size). The lattice speed
(c = dx/dt) is an adjustable parameter to reach an easy
balance between accuracy and efficiency [J. K. Wang et al.,
2007]. A large value of c (c�1) yields a condition that
approaches the limit of an incompressible fluid. An appro-
priate value of c should ensure tvwithin (0.5, 2) [Wang et al.,
2008].
[15] For the D3Q19 model, the density equilibrium dis-

tribution f a
eq takes the following form

f eq� ¼ !�� 1þ 3
e� � u
c2

þ 9
e� � uð Þ2
2c4

� 3u2

2c2

" #
; ð10Þ

with

!� ¼

1=3 � ¼ 0

1=18 � ¼ 1 to 6

1=36 � ¼ 7 to 18

8>>>><
>>>>:

: ð11Þ

The external force in the discrete evolution equation is [He
et al., 1998]

F� ¼ 3�eE � e� � uð Þ
�c2

f eq� : ð12Þ

The macroscopic density and velocity can be calculated by
the same way in the D3Q15 scheme [Wang and Chen,
2007].

[16] Similarly, the discrete evolution equation for electric
potential distribution can be written as [J. K. Wang et al.,
2006, 2008]

g� rþDr; t þ �t;g
	 
� g� r; tð Þ

¼ � 1

	g
g� r; tð Þ � geq� r; tð Þ� �þ 1� 0:5

	g

� �
�t;g!�gs; ð13Þ

where the equilibrium distribution of the electric potential
evolution variable g in the D3Q19 scheme is

geq� ¼

0 � ¼ 0

y=18 � ¼ 1 to 6

y=18 � ¼ 7 to 18

8>>>><
>>>>:

: ð14Þ

The time step for the electric potential evolution dt,g = dx/dg,
where cg is the lattice speed for the electric potential prop-
agation [Wang et al., 2008]. The dimensionless relaxation
time can be determined by a multiscale analysis of the
discrete Boltzmann evolution equations. For the D3Q19
model [Peng et al., 2004; Wang and Kang, 2009], it is
calculated by

	g ¼ 9�

5�xcg
þ 0:5; ð15Þ

where c is defined as potential diffusivity and set to unity in
our simulations, cg is also adjustable just to ensure the value
of tg is within 0.5 and 2 [J. K. Wang et al., 2007, 2008].
After evolving on the discrete lattices, the macroscopic
electric potential can be calculated using

y ¼
X
�

g� þ 0:5�t;ggs!�

	 

: ð16Þ

[17] The evolution equation for electric potential distri-
bution, equation (13), is valid for slow flows so that the
electromagnetic susceptibility effect can be neglected.
Although the lattice evolution method for the nonlinear
Poisson equation is not as efficient as the multigrid solutions
for simple geometries due to its long‐wavelength limit, it is
more suitable for geometrical complexity and parallel
computing [Wang and Kang, 2009].
[18] The hydrodynamic boundary conditions for the LBM

have been studied extensively [Inamuro et al., 1995; Noble
et al., 1995; Chen et al., 1996; Zou and He, 1997; Rohde et
al., 2003; D’Orazio and Succi, 2004;M. Wang et al., 2007c;
Peng and Luo, 2008]. The conventional bounce‐back rule is
the most commonly used method; however, the nonslip
boundary implemented by the conventional bounce‐back
rule is not exactly located at the boundary nodes, which will
lead to inconsistencies when the LBM is coupled with other
PDE solvers on the same grid set [Rohde et al., 2003;
M. Wang et al., 2007b]. To overcome the inconsistencies
between the LBM and other PDE solvers on the same grid
set, one can replace the bounce‐back rule with another
“nonslip” boundary treatment, with the cost of losing easy
implementation for complicated geometries. An alternative
solution is to modify the boundary condition treatments of
the PDE solver for the electric potential distribution to be

Figure 2. The lattice direction system (a) for the three‐
dimensional 19‐speed (D3Q19) model. There are 18 outward
directions of speed shown by the arrows, plus the original
zero speed, forming the Q19 system of a 3‐D cubic volume.
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consistent with the LBM with the conventional bounce‐back
rule. In this study, the nonequilibrium bounce‐back rule
[Zou and He, 1997] has been extended for both hydrody-
namic and electrodynamic boundary treatments. Note that
the bounce‐back rule leads to a half‐grid invasion of solid
surface boundary into the liquid [Chen et al., 1996;M. Wang
et al., 2007b; Peng and Luo, 2008], so that the solid volume
fraction needs to be recalculated. For the hydrodynamic
boundaries the following condition holds f a

neq = f b
neq, where

the subscripts a and b represent the opposite directions.
Analogously, the nonequilibrium “bounce‐back” rule for the
electric potential distribution at the wall surfaces is sug-
gested as ga

neq = −gbneq. These boundary treatments are easy
to implement for complicated geometries and have approx-

imately second‐order accuracy [Zou and He, 1997; Rohde
et al., 2003].

4. Results and Discussion

[19] We simulate the multiphysical transport in random
microporous media using three steps: (1) reproduce the
random microstructure of porous media; (2) determine the
electrical boundary conditions based on the chemical
equilibrium on the solid surfaces; (3) solve the nonlinear
governing equations of the electrokinetic transport and
calculate the transport properties.
[20] In the following simulations, we focus on a micron

cubic system which is divided into a 60 × 60 × 60 uniform
grid. Since stochastic factors have been introduced into the
microstructure generation process, even simulations with the
same parameters seldom produce exactly the same results.
Like we did before, we run three to five trials for each case
and use the averaged transport properties as the final result.
For the current grid system, the fluctuation error is normally
within 5% [Wang and Chen, 2007].
[21] The fluid properties are the density r = 999.9 kg/m3,

the dielectric constant "r"0 = 6.95 × 10−10 C2/J m, the
dynamic viscosity m = 0.889 × 10−3 Pa s [J. K. Wang et al.,
2006]. If not specified elsewhere, the other parameters are
the pH value pH = 6.5, the temperature T = 293 K, the bulk
ionic concentration nb = 1 × 10−5 mol/L, and the external
electrical field strength E = 1 × 106 V/m. The code was run
on the Saguaro cluster at LANL, which has 64 × 2 AMD
Opteron CPUs at 2.4 GHz. For the cases considered in this
work, the CPU time per simulation is less than 50 min for a
relative error tolerance 10−6 every 100 time steps for both the
electric potential and the flow velocity.
[22] Figure 3 illustrates typical electrical potential and

velocity fields for " = 0.14. The electrolyte fluid is driven
flowing along the x direction. Figure 3a demonstrates four
slices of electrical potential contours perpendicular to the
flow direction. The electrical potential has distributions in
pores and those dark (or blue in color version) parts denote
solid grains. The velocity field is shown in Figure 3b, where
the arrows are velocity vectors (and the contours represent
velocity scales in color version) of x direction velocities.
The velocity field is only plotted in pores, and the solid
phase is blocked, which also leads to an illustration of the
geometry characteristics. After the velocity field is solved
out, the electro‐osmotic permeability is calculated by �e =
u=E [Rastogi and Jha, 1966], where u is the averaged
velocity of electro‐osmosis along the direction of the driving
electrical field E.

4.1. Porosity Effect

[23] To study the porosity effect, we generate granular
microstructures with porosity (") varying from 0.05 to 0.5.
This porosity range ensures that the solid particles are well
connected with each other and are fixed (no floating) in the
flow. These parameter ranges are of interest in many geo-
physical applications. The porosity effect has been studied
in the previous work using the D3Q15 scheme of LPBM for
a full range of parameters [Wang and Chen, 2007, Figure 5].
The previous results were more relevant to some engineer-
ing applications such as electro‐osmotic pumps where the
porosity is not low (" > 0.3). Meanwhile the results also

Figure 3. Electrical potential and velocity fields at " = 0.14.
(a) Four slices of electrical potential contours at a dimension-
less x = 0, 1/3, 2/3, 1. (b) Velocity vector field represented by
arrows and the x velocity scale contours by color. The solid
phase is blocked and invisible.
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showed that the electro‐osmotic permeability changed very
little with the porosity of structure when the porosity was
very low (" < 0.3). However, as we mentioned before, the
D3Q15 scheme was not stable for modeling the electrical
potential field when the particles were close or strongly
interacting [Wang and Kang, 2009]. Therefore, for the low
porosities, which are often encountered in geophysical
systems, we reinvestigate this effect using the new scheme
described in this work. We specify nb = 1 × 10−5 mol/L,
T = 273.15 K, and pH = 5 which lead to a zeta potential
of −50 mV on surfaces from the Basic Stern model. Figure 4
shows the electro‐osmotic permeability as a function of
porosity for " < 0.5. The new results differ significantly from
the previous results in that the electro‐osmotic permeability
increases sharply with the increasing porosity when " <0.3.
The rate increase (slope) gets smaller for a higher ". The
electro‐osmotic permeability spans nearly 2 orders of mag-
nitude for the porosity of microstructure that ranged from
0.05 to 0.5.

4.2. Zeta Potential Effect

[24] In the previous research, a saturation phenomenon of
electro‐osmotic permeability was reported when the zeta
potential was higher than 90 mV at " = 0.38 [Wang and
Chen, 2007]. Again, this may have been caused by the
instability of the D3Q15 scheme of LPBM, as mentioned
above. Therefore, we reinvestigate the zeta potential effect
using the present framework. Figure 5 shows the electro‐
osmotic permeability as a function of zeta potential on solid
surfaces at nb = 1 × 10−5 mol/L and " = 0.14. Clearly, there
is no permeability saturation effect occurring even if the zeta
potential is higher than 100 mV. This indicates that the
previous saturation result was probably due to the numerical
instability and not a real effect. This conclusion needs yet
further scrutiny through careful numerical studies and
comparisons with experiments. When the zeta potential is
higher than −50 mV, the electro‐osmotic permeability
exponentially increases with the electric potential. As the zeta

potential increases from −10 to −110mV, the electro‐osmotic
permeability increases nearly 2 orders of magnitude.

4.3. Concentration Effect

[25] The “thin layer” model [Fixman, 1980] has been
widely used to analyze electro‐osmosis in microporous
media [Zeng et al., 2001; Laser and Santiago, 2004]. When
the thin layer assumption is valid, the electro‐osmotic per-
meability can be calculated through a simple slip velocity
given by the famous Helmholtz‐Smoluchowski equation
[Alexander and Jonson, 1949; Beamish and Peart, 1998; Li,
2004]. An important deduction from this model is that the
electro‐osmotic permeability is independent of the ionic
concentration but is proportional to the zeta potential on the
surfaces. However, the thin layer assumption is expected to
become suspect in microporous media when the pore size is
comparable to the double layer thickness. Wang and Chen
[2007] have found that the electro‐osmotic permeability
increased with the concentration for homogeneously
charged porous media with a given zeta potential.
[26] In this work, we determine the surface zeta potential

based on the Basic Stern model, which varies with the ionic
concentration, and then calculate the electro‐osmotic per-
meability. Figure 6a shows that the zeta potential decreases
nearly exponentially with the bulk ionic concentration. If the
“thin double layers” assumption were valid, the electro‐
osmotic permeability would decrease with the concentration
as well. However, Figure 6b shows that the electro‐osmotic
permeability increases monotonically with the bulk ionic
concentration. The reason lies in the contradictory effects of
the bulk ionic concentration on electro‐osmotic permeability.
A higher concentration not only leads to a higher net charge
density within the double layers, which enhances the elec-
troosmotic permeability, but also results in a lower zeta
potential on the surfaces, which weakens the electro‐osmosis.
When the pore size in microporous media is comparable
with the Debye length, the enhancement effect is much
greater than that of the reduction. If a log‐log scale is used,
the curve is close to a straight line, but it actually does not
conform well to a linear relationship (as shown in the sub-

Figure 4. Electro‐osmotic permeability as a function of
porosity at nb = 1 × 10−5 mol/L and z = −50 mV.

Figure 5. Electro‐osmotic permeability as a function of
zeta potential at nb = 1 × 10−5 mol/L and " = 0.14.
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plot in Figure 6b). The slope of the electro‐osmotic per-
meability decreases with the ionic concentration.

4.4. The pH and Temperature Effects

[27] The previous work either used specified zeta poten-
tials on solid surfaces in the numerical modeling or coupled
the variable zeta potential models with other theoretical
analysis to study the electro‐osmosis in porous media.
Incorporation of the dynamic electrical boundary conditions
into a numerical framework for a full model of electrokinetic
transport in heterogeneous porous media has not been car-
ried out yet until now. In our framework, the pH and tem-
perature dependences of surface charge and zeta potential
can be determined based on the Basic Stern model and
therefore affect the electro‐osmosis performance through
porous media. Figure 7a shows the electro‐osmotic perme-
ability increasing with the pH value of the electrolyte

solution at " = 0.14, nb = 1 × 10−5 mol/L, and T = 293 K.
The symbols are the simulated data, and the solid line is a
reference straight line, which indicates that the electro‐osmotic
permeability increases with the pH value exponentially
when the solution is weakly acidic. The temperature effect
on the electro‐osmotic permeability is shown in Figure 7b
for given " = 0.14, nb = 1 × 10−5 mol/L, and pH = 6.5.
The circles are the simulated data, and the solid line is a
linear fitting curve. The fitting function is �e = 7.5 × 10−12T ‐
1.6 × 10−9 (m2/s V). We considered the bulk temperature
changing from 280 to 320 K, which is also within the range
of interest in geophysics. Constant fluid properties are used
in this simulation so that a linear relationship appears
between the electro‐osmotic permeability and the tempera-
ture. If the variable fluid properties (viscosity and mobility)
are taken into account in the simulations, the electro‐

Figure 6. Ionic concentration dependences of surface
zeta potential and electro‐osmotic permeability. (a) Surface
zeta potential as a function of the bulk ionic concentration.
(b) Electro‐osmotic permeability changing with the bulk
ionic concentration for " = 0.14, pH = 6.5, and T = 293 K.

Figure 7. pH and temperature dependences of electro‐
osmotic permeability. (a) Electro‐osmotic permeability as a
function of the pH value of solution at " = 0.14, nb = 1 ×
10−5 mol/L, and T=293 K. The circles are the prediction
and the solid line is a reference straight line. (b) Electro‐
osmotic permeability as a function of temperature at " =
0.14, nb = 1 × 10−5 mol/L, and pH = 6.5.
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osmotic permeability at high temperature may be enhanced
more.

5. Conclusions and Outlook

[28] We present a numerical framework in this work for
the physicochemical transport in electro‐osmosis of dilute
electrolyte solutions (<1 × 10−3 mol/L) through granular
microporous media with random structures. The framework
includes three steps. First, the three‐dimensional micro-
structures of porous media are reproduced by the random
generation growth (RGG) method. Then the electrochemical
boundary conditions are determined based on the chemical
adsorption and electrical dissociation, which depend on the
bulk ionic concentration, pH of the solution, and the tem-
perature. Finally, the nonlinear governing equations for
electrokinetic transport are solved using a stable D3Q19
lattice Poisson‐Boltzmann algorithm. The simulation results
indicate that the electro‐osmotic permeability through
granular microporous media increases monotonically with
the porosity, the ionic concentration, the pH, and the tem-
perature. Although the zeta potential decreases with the bulk
ionic concentration, the electro‐osmotic permeability still
increases with the ionic concentration. When the surface
electric potential is higher than −50 mV, the electro‐osmotic
permeability increases with the electric potential exponen-
tially. The electro‐osmotic permeability saturation phenom-
enon for high zeta potentials reported in the previous work
using a D3Q15 lattice scheme was caused by the scheme
instability and does not appear in the current simulations. The
electro‐osmotic permeability increases exponentially with
the pH, but linearly with the temperature. The present mod-
eling results may improve the understanding of hydrody-
namic and electrokinetic transport in geophysical systems
and guide the design of porous electrodes in microenergy
systems.
[29] The computational framework presented here is

applicable to typical geophysical systems, where the elec-
trolyte solutions are dilute. New methods for high‐salinity
solutions and for multiphase electro‐osmosis coupled with
chemical reactions are under development and will be pre-
sented in future publications.
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